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Acquisition of Dignity is a suspense novel 

about strategy, wealth, power, military 

confrontation, eternal friendship, love and 

deliverance. Six men who became friends 

during their youth at a military academy 

reunite after years of separation when they 

attend the funeral of a former loved one. 

They never imagined how that reunion 

would change their lives and set a 

trajectory that would shake the country 

and rattle the world. When they realize 

that one friend needs assistance with his 

business, they bring their diverse 

knowledge and military experience to his 

aid. With strategic discipline, they 

approach each business situation in a 

military manner, carefully planning each 

maneuver as if it was a War Game 

ultimately transforming a small technology 

firm into a multi-billion-dollar global 

military defense conglomerate that is one 

of the most powerful corporations in the 

world.  Their success would be challenged 

when a simple gesture to use their 

capabilities and influence to investigate 

suspicious activities of a government 

agency in an old neighborhood would put 

them at war with their former employer 

and largest client – the U.S. government. 

In a fight for survival they are forced to 

reclaim their military experience in 

combat, espionage, counter-intelligence, 

and test their bond. 

When Giordan Hunt, the CEO follows 

through on a simple request from Acie his 

elderly childhood mentor, what he and his 

partners find out is shocking. They reveal a 

connection between the U.S. government 

including the President, a South American 

Drug cartel and a scientific research firm. 

While continuing to conquer the business 

world on the front lines, they utilize their 

resources and experience to execute covert 

operations. They set out to destroy drug 

transport vessels sailing along the Mexican 

and South American borders that are being 

escorted by the U.S. Navy which is not 

aware of the contraband onboard; and to 

expose the money laundering of drug 

money from Russia through an American 

research firm. When their actions become 

known they become targets for the 

government and the cartel.  Their efforts 

are thwarted when Giordan’s daughter is 

kidnapped by the cartel.  When they realize 

the odds are not in their favor, they develop 

an unorthodox strategy of military 

operations and urban warfare, and 

assemble a team of renegades comprised of 

highly skilled former Navy and Marine 

Corps soldiers who left the service under 

unjust situations and former Drug Cartel 

lieutenants and hitmen with contracts on 

their life. This rare team of renegades, 

codename R135 is utilized to take on the 

U.S. government and a dominant Cartel in 

a quest to destroy an international drug 

ring and uncover a high-level government 

conspiracy. 
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"That was your final patient of the day, Dr. Abeni," Mrs. Thomasberger wearily says.  Being Dr. 

Abeni's medical secretary from the opening day and now her close friend, Mrs. Thomasberger still 

refuses to address her as Cymonne.  Mrs. Thomasberger, a mature Jewish woman with strands of 

gray hair that impeccably blend in with her fashionable hairstyle, mingled with the aging lines 

forming on her bright mild-olive complexion imparted a youthful wise appearance upon her face.  

Many years older than Dr. Abeni, Mrs. Thomasberger consistently granted her life experiences as 

guidance to the doctor.  Mrs. Thomasberger regularly pondered why Cymonne, who was vividly 

beautiful, had consciously remained single.  Mrs. Thomasberger, a widow for ten years, has not 

dated anyone since her late husband courted her in high school.   

"Alright, let's call it a day." Dr. Abeni replies as she began gathering patient files scattered 

throughout the office.  

"You want to get something to eat, Cy… Dr. Abeni?  I'm starving!" Mrs. Thomasberger yells from 

the #6 examination room.  

Frantically scampering to prepare the office for the next day, they bump into each another.   

"I can't.  I have to pick up Moyette from piano lessons at seven o'clock." Dr. Abeni replies as if 

she received a news flash notifying her of this task.  Looking into Mrs. Thomasberger's face, she 

always wondered why a woman of her age and beauty had not dated after being alone for so long.  

"Well, I'll be going home then.  You need anything else from me before I go?" 

"No. I just need to clear my desk before I leave." answers Dr. Abeni. 

"I'll see you in the morning!" says Mrs. Thomasberger as she leaves through the glass doors.  Both 

were there during the initial days when a small office on the other side of the city was all the 

practice could sustain.  An occasional reminiscing conversation before leaving served as a gentle 
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diversion from the now lavish multi-medical complex located in Atlanta's business district. 

Sitting at her desk, Cymonne thumbs through the latest issue of "Pulse”, a medical technology 

journal.  She begins reading an article, "Staying Connected: Mobile Technology for the 

Multipractice Clinic", noting relevant facts along the way.  Just as she finishes the article, her heart 

begins to impulsively palpitate. Cold sweat sprints down her face catching and mixing with her 

tears.  The moisture begins dripping below her but is unable to douse the flare of verity on the 

pages.  There in the corner of the page looking back at her was a color photo of the article's author, 

Giordan Hunt, owner of Omega Technologies Inc. and the reason she had never married.  A man 

she passionately wished to be the one to take to Nigeria to meet her parents as her husband to be. 

A wish she tightly held since their college days.  Staring at the photo she emphatically whispers, 

"Why?  Why did you leave, Giordan?", as if the still photo would respond.  She continues talking 

while trying to absorb her tears with the backs of her hands.  "All I wanted was you.  You just 

couldn't handle that I was willing to accept you for you.  Nothing else mattered to me Giordan!  

Why?  Every day since you walked out of my dorm room, my mind has been occupied with 

thoughts of you.  I would have given my life to you! You just couldn't handle someone loving you 

for you!"  She continues with this one-sided dialogue as she anxiously searches for the telephone 

number for the magazine.  All she could think about was the possibility of finding Giordan after 

all these years.  Was he married?  Does he have any children? Where does he live?  What does he 

look like in person?  Was he still the same person she knew years ago? Did he still love her? Could 

they resume their relationship?  Should she tell him now what she held from him all these years?  

Questions fluttered through her mind, some questions she didn't want to think about.  She anxiously 

flips to the end of the article searching for contact information. Unable to find the information, she 
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searches for the contact information for the magazine. After locating the number on the inside front 

cover, she nervously dialed the long-distance number.  Incorrectly dialing the number twice, she 

tried to calm herself down for another attempt.  The phone rings and she heard the click as if 

someone answered. "Hello. You have reached the offices of Pulse Technology Publications.  Our 

hours are from seven o'clock a.m. to four o'clock p.m. Pacific Standard Time from Monday through 

Friday."  Her eyes locked onto her watch and she hung up the phone before the message completed.  

The time was 7:05 p.m.  Considering the three-hour time difference, she was five minutes late.  

She sat there while her tears trickled down onto Giordan's face.  Realizing the time, she grabbed a 

handful of tissue and rushed out of the office to pick up Moyette. 

 

"Hi mom!" Moyette cheerfully says seeing her mother. 

"How's my princess?" 

"I'm fine!  Are you okay, Mommy?” Moyette asks looking at her mother's red eyes. 

"Young lady I'm fine. Just fine!" Cymonne tranquilly replies.  Cymonne continues as if trying to 

divert attention away from her hurt. "How was your piano lesson?" 

"It was fun.  I learned the scale of G-sharp today."  Moyette says before being interrupted by her 

mother. 

"Are you hungry?"  Cymonne asks. 

"Yes!" Moyette definitively answers. 

Do you want to go to McDonald's?" 

"Yes, yes!" Moyette excitedly responds.  

They jump in the front seat of Cymonne's late model Mercedes.  Simultaneously, they strapped on 
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their seat belts followed by a delicate tug to adjust the tension.  Before pulling off, Cymonne pushes 

the play option on command center touchscreen panel.  Moyette recognizing the melody asks her 

mother why she always listens to that song.  They stop by McDonald's and Cymonne chooses to 

go inside bypassing her usual drive-through window method.  During the entire meal the photo of 

Giordan flashed in her mind.  With each flashing, she battled to restrain her tears. No longer able 

to withstand the fight, she gets up to leave. 

"Come on Moyette.  We have to go home now." 

"Mommy, I haven't finished my Happy Meal." Moyette says in a whimpering voice. 

"Well, grab it and take it with you." Cymonne defiantly responds to Moyette’s whimper. 

Moyette frantically wraps her food and unknowingly knocks her surprise toy under the table.  She 

hadn't had a Happy Meal in years, thinking she was too old, but tonight she didn't care.  Cymonne 

clutches Moyette's hand, as if Moyette is four years old again, and rapidly walks out.  They get in 

the car and execute their habitual performance of putting on their seat belts.  She starts the car and 

the music resumes playing.  While she's driving home, her mind rides down memory lane.  The 

only man she could ever remember loving so much floated in and out of her thoughts.   

 

She pulls into her driveway.  Pressing the electric garage opener placed on the rearview mirror, 

she opens one of the four garage doors.  After pulling her car into the garage, Cymonne presses 

the touchscreen to stop the music.  They unfastened their seat belts, get out the car and jointly walk 

into the house through the garage entrance.  Once inside they prepare for their nightly ritual. 

"Moyette, it's almost nine o'clock which means it's near your bedtime." 

"Mommy, can I sleep with you tonight." Moyette sheepishly asks. 
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Moyette didn't like her room, three doors from Cymonne's, being so far away from her mother's 

room.  Runway lights along the baseboard guided Moyette on her frequent midnight voyages to 

sleep with her mother.  Cymonne was about to say no, when she realized that she didn't want to 

sleep alone either tonight.  "Sure, honey.  You can sleep with mommy tonight."   With Moyette in 

her arms, they nestled together and peacefully fall asleep.   

 

The next morning Cymonne went through her daily routine.  Preparing Moyette's school uniform 

and then searching her own closet for something to wear.  She chose a burgundy silk double-

breasted suit and a pair of coordinated burgundy pumps.  After getting dressed they have breakfast 

together.  Moyette knew this was the only time she ever had her mother's complete attention and 

as usual she asked her mother a thousand questions.   

"Why were you crying in your sleep, Mommy?" 

Cymonne was shocked; she didn't realize that Moyette had noticed. 

"Were you afraid of something?" Moyette continued. 

"No, dear.  Mommy wasn't feeling well." Cymonne replied. 

"Do you feel better today, Mommy?" 

"Yes, Moyette. I feel much better."   

Once knowing Moyette was confident that her mother was okay, Cymonne got up from the table 

and grabbed the dishes.  She placed the soiled dishes in the dishwasher and told Moyette to brush 

her teeth and to get ready to leave.  Completing their morning rituals, Cymonne snatched her 

briefcase and Moyette picked up her book bag and they exited to the garage.  With seat belts 

buckled, Cymonne starts the car and music and drives off.  Once arriving at the school, they both 
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lean to the middle and exchanged kisses.  Moyette unbuckled herself and quickly exited the car to 

catch a friend.  Moyette turns around and waves goodbye to her mother.  Cymonne waves, turns 

up the volume and continues her journey to the office.   

 

"Good morning Dr. Abeni!" Mrs. Thomasberger says in a bright tone. 

Before Cymonne could respond, Mrs. Thomasberger sincerely asks, "Are you okay, Dr. Abeni?" 

"Good morning, Diane.  I'm fine thank you." 

Though Cymonne tried to deny the dismal emotions, her wilted face portrayed everything to the 

contrary.  Mrs. Thomasberger knew something was wrong and continued asking questions.  

"Are you sure you're okay, Dr. Abeni?   Is Moyette okay?" 

Cymonne pauses in mid-stride and turns slowly around, completely facing Mrs. Thomasberger. 

Standing paralyzed from the shoulders down applying all her available strength in her neck jerking 

it as only a woman of her ethnic origin could.  Biting her lower lip, Cymonne spewed her words 

out like lava from an erupting volcano, scorching Mrs. Thomasberger.  "I said I was fine, didn't 

I?" Instantaneously, Cymonne's words seem to have singed Mrs. Thomasberger's face causing it 

to change from that mild blush to a pimento-red.  They both stood in shock and remained 

motionless for a brief period that to them lasted forever.  This was the first indication that 

something was wrong.  All the years of working with Cymonne, Mrs. Thomasberger rarely heard 

Cymonne raise her voice and never at her.   

Cymonne realizing what she had done and quickly apologizes. 

"I apologize, Diane.  I really didn't mean to be such a bitch." 

"It's okay.  We all have those mornings." Mrs. Thomasberger replies in a reassuring tone, definitely 
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knowing something was wrong because she had never heard Cymonne use profanity. 

"What time is my first patient?" Cymonne inquires, brushing off the entire incident. 

"Twelve o'clock." Mrs. Thomasberger replies. 

Cymonne was relieved by the answer.  This gave her time to try to call Pulse Technology 

Publications again.  It was eight o’clock, an entire hour before she could try again. Cymonne went 

into her office and closed the door.  She stared at the magazine on her desk before finally picking 

it up.  In one flip she turned to the page with Giordan's picture as if a bookmark had been waiting 

for her return.  It wasn't long before last night's scene repeated itself.  Mrs. Thomasberger hearing 

Cymonne talking glanced at the phone on her desk, no lights were lit indicating that Cymonne was 

not on the phone.  Mrs. Thomasberger continued listening. 

"Why Giordan? Why?  Why, did you break my heart?" 

She gently knocks on Cymonne's door.  "Dr. Abeni, I know something is wrong with you.  I am 

not going to leave you alone until you talk to me.  You can yell and shout at me all day long but I 

will not stop until I know what's wrong with you!"  Cymonne was oblivious to most of Mrs. 

Thomasberger's soliloquy.  She tried to wipe her tears before letting Mrs. Thomasberger inside.  

Cymonne opens the door and with her hand invites Mrs. Thomasberger into her office.  Mrs. 

Thomasberger cautiously walks in and sits across from Cymonne.  She lovingly looks at Cymonne 

and waits for her to speak.   They look at each other and Cymonne gently shows Mrs. 

Thomasberger Giordan's picture and divulges in detail her personal love story.  Mrs. Thomasberger 

looked at the left and wondered why Giordan looked so familiar.  The first opening Cymonne 

allows, Mrs. Thomasberger interjects.  

"He looks so familiar." 
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"Maybe you've seen him in trade journals. He's the president of a software company that creates 

healthcare management software." Cymonne quickly responds. 

"That's not it.  I swear I've seen him somewhere else.  His eyes…he looks like…" 

Looking at the photo, Cymonne interjects.  "…like Moyette.  He’s Moyette's father. She looks just 

like him."   

"Oh my God, she does...just like him!" replies Mrs. Thomasberger as she sits there in astonishment.  

"Has Moyette ever seen him?  Does she know anything about him?" 

"No and he doesn't even know that she exists." Cymonne says in a soft tone. 

"All these years I thought her father was dead." 

"That's what most people think because that's what I led them to believe." 

"Why?" 

"I can't even begin to rationalize it other than saying I was young and I was hurting like I've never 

hurt before.  It was a month after we separated that I found out I was pregnant. We never spoke 

again after the day he walked away from our relationship and I never made any attempt to contact 

him.  My entire essence was wrapped up in him…my identity was being his girlfriend, his friend, 

his partner.  When he left, I didn't know who I was anymore.  I allowed my dignity to walk out the 

door right behind him.  I never forgave myself or him." 

"Well, are you going to contact him now?" 

Cymonne deeply inhales, slightly nods her head while whispering, “Yes.” 

Mrs. Thomasberger glances at the clock, and noting the time as she gets up and proceeds out the 

door.   

Cymonne takes a deep breath and slowly pushes the buttons on the phone.  A busy signal was all 
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she heard.  After forty-five minutes and numerous tries, she takes one more deep breath and dials 

one more time. At last the phone rings and a voice emerges.  "Pulse Technology Publications.  This 

is Joy, how may I help you?"  Cymonne requests the information about the article and its author.  

She was given the complete company name, address and telephone number and web address. 

“Ma’am you can also find this information at the end of the article.  Is there anything else I can 

provide to you?  Graciously thanking Joy for making her day, Cymonne hangs up the phone.  She 

sits at her desk and begins laughing at herself for not seeing the information at the end of the article 

and for not thinking about searching for the information on the web.  

 

Momentarily she sat motionless, wondering if she should call him, write a letter, email or make an 

unannounced visit to New Jersey.  Contemplating, she realizes that an unannounced visit may 

subject her to things she may not want to know and email was too impersonal.  If she writes she'll 

never know if he received the letter and certified mail was too formal.  She concludes that calling 

him is the best option.  Again she inhales, as if trying to remove all the oxygen from the room, and 

pushes the numbers one by one.  The phone rings, a gentleman’s voice emerges, "Omega 

Technologies, Inc., Worth Bowman speaking.  How may I help you?" 

"Good morning, I'm trying to reach Mr. Giordan Hunt." 

"He is not in the office at this time." 

"Do you expect him back anytime today?" 

"Yes.  He should be back in the office at any time.  Would you care to leave a message?" Worth 

continued. 

"Uh, no thank you." Cymonne replies 
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"Is there anything else I can help you with at this time?" 

"No.  Thank you and have a wonderful day."   

"You have a nice day as well." Worth replies.  Ending the conversation, they both hang up the 

phone.  Looking at the time, Cymonne glances over her patient appointments and begins preparing 

for her workload. She knew she would not have time to call again once she started working.  Mrs. 

Thomasberger noticing the light was no longer lit on the phone rushed to inquire.   

"Well, did you speak to him?" 

"No, he wasn't in his office." Cymonne responds. 

"When will he be back?" Mrs. Thomasberger continues as if she's a reporter. 

"He's expected back in his office soon." 

"Are you going to try again?" Mrs. Thomasberger continued.  All she needed was a small 

notebook; a #2 pencil and a hat labeled with "SCOOP".  The Atlanta Journal was probably looking 

for her.  

"Not until later in the day.  You know once I start working I won't have time to call him.  When I 

get the chance to speak to him I don't want any interruptions." 

"Okay. Just keep me informed.  Inquiring minds want to know!" Mrs. Thomasberger says in an 

energetic tone. 

"Don't worry, I will.  You'll be the second person in Atlanta to know." replies Cymonne with a 

smile on her face.  Cymonne constantly looked at the clock all day, feeling the day would never 

end.  Anticipation consumed her, and she could not eat, drink or think of anything but making that 

phone call.  The feelings were reminiscent of those college weekdays when she anxiously 

anticipated the arrival of the weekend and Giordan’s arrival on her campus. Every minute dragged 
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on.  

 

It was six-thirty and Cymonne was finishing with her last patient for the day. She had an hour 

before she had to pick up Moyette from ballet lessons.  If Giordan was anything like the energetic 

person she remembered he would surely be in his office.  Fixing her hair and aligning her clothes 

she got herself together as if Giordan had super human vision to see her through the phone.  She 

took a deep breath and dialed the number.  After two rings, a gentleman answers the phone.  

"Omega Technologies, Inc., Giordan speaking. How may I help you?" 

It had been years since she heard his voice.  Each letter of "Omega Technologies, Inc., Giordan 

speaking.  May I help you?" danced in her mind.  Almost speechless she uttered. 

"Yes, you can." 

"How may I help you?" Giordan replies 

"I'm looking for the author of the article, Staying Connected: Mobile Technology for the 

Multipractice Clinic." 

"That would be me.  How may I help you?" Giordan again replies. 

"I'm also looking for the President of the company?" 

"That also would be me. How may I help you?" Giordan replies in a concerted voice. 

"Well, you're the one I want!" 

Giordan is about to sternly respond when he faintly recognizes that Yoruba accent in the voice but 

refuses to believe who the voice belongs.   

"Giordan Hunt. I never ever thought I would hear your voice again. From the day you left me 

crying on my dorm bed…" 
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The truth can no longer be denied.  "Cymonne Abeni!" he yells. 

"Yes, Giordan it's Cy...monne A..ben…i. I am surprised you remembered." she sarcastically 

responds.   

"I couldn't forget you if I tried." 

"I've asked myself the same question all these years.  How can someone just walk away from love?  

I guess that's assuming there was love..." 

"Wow…you didn’t waste any time.  Please don't do that Cymonne.  If within your heart you feel 

that I never loved you, then why did you call me?  For anyone who this may make a difference to, 

I have and still do love you."  

Regrouping from Giordan's last words, Cymonne humbly asks, "Then why haven't you tried to 

contact me all these years?" 

"Cymonne, I thought we both understood the situation.  I had to regain control of my life. You 

knew what I was going through." 

Quickly interjecting, "That didn't matter to me, Giordan." 

"It did to me Cymonne." 

Cymonne tightly clutched the phone and trying to hold back her tears.  "Maybe it wasn't a good 

idea for me to call you." 

Giordan’s voice became bitter and in a military directive tone he responds.  "Maybe it wasn't or 

maybe it was. It doesn't matter now, since you've already made the call.  If there was any doubt in 

your mind then you shouldn't have wasted your time." 

Losing control of her emotions, Cymonne began crying.  In a crackly voice, between the deep 

inhales, she asks. "Giordan what are you afraid of?" 
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His voice was now softer and lower.  "What are you talking about?"  Giordan never could handle 

a woman crying, especially a woman that he loved. 

She closes her eyes and shakes her head.  "Never mind.  It doesn't really matter." 

The thought of Cymonne's tears was enough to wash away Giordan's emotional barrier.  "It does 

matter, Cymonne.  It always did and it always will.  Memories of you have been etched in my 

mind like footprints in the snow, only now to be removed by your sunshine, allowing for new 

memories to take their place." 

Cymonne was always taken by Giordan's romanticism and this time was no different.  Like butter 

on a hot skillet, she melted and swirled until there was nothing left of her but sizzling moisture.   

Memories of those moments when hearing Giordan's words made her feel so good.  When she was 

angry, his words were like ice cold running water on a hot summer day bringing her to a state of 

calmness and comfort.  When she was depressed, his words were her trampoline bouncing her up 

and cushioning her until her emotions reached a higher level.  When she was alone his words 

accompanied her, reassuring her that she would never know solitude.  She always had a love-hate 

relationship with Giordan's ability to coordinate his words. 

Cymonne realizes it's time for her to pick up Moyette.  "I hate to end this conversation, but I have 

to go." 

"Oh, you are just going to walk away from me?" Giordan says. 

"Like you did to me?" 

Momentary silence filled the conversation. 

"That hurts! That was totally unfair, Cymonne." 

"Yes it was. I apologize, but I really have to go." 
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"Why?" Giordan asks 

"I have something I need to do at seven-thirty." Cymonne replies. 

"Hot date?" 

"No. I really have to go Giordan." 

"When will I hear from you again?" Giordan sincerely asks. 

Cymonne gives him her home and office telephone numbers. 

"You have the ability to reach me whenever your heart desires." Cymonne replies.  She wanted so 

badly to ask him to call her later tonight once she was home, but she wanted Giordan to take the 

lead.  She knew him well enough to know if she asked him that he would call just to be nice.  She 

wanted to know if he wanted to stay connected to her again. 

"Can I call you tonight or will this be a hot late date?" Giordan jokingly asks.  

"I'll be home by 8:00. And yes, you can call me," she continued.  She was absolutely elated that 

Giordan asked.  They exchanged their temporary goodbyes and gently hung up the phones.  

Cymonne looked at the clock, grabbed her briefcase and dashed out the door.  She hadn't realized 

until now that she was the only one left in the office.  It didn't matter that she was alone now. 

Giordan was back in her life.  Joy had put a smile on her face.  

 

It was 8:30 when Cymonne and Moyette walked in the house.  Cymonne, wondering if she missed 

Giordan's call, rushed to her voice mail on her home phone.   There are several messages waiting 

for her. She rhythmically presses the "play" and "delete" options, rapidly listening and discarding 

each message, hoping to hear Giordan's voice.   If he called would he leave a personal number for 

her to return the call?  If he didn't call by now, would he call at all?  Questions dashed through her 
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mind.  There were no messages from Giordan.  "Moyette...go brush your teeth and get ready for 

bed." Cymonne instructed.  Within fifteen minutes Moyette was in the bed and Cymonne had 

changed into pajamas.  She was relieved that Moyette had not asked to sleep with her tonight, 

leaving her alone to wait for Giordan's call.  Trying to ease her anxiety, she sat in her bed and read 

Terry McMillian's "Waiting to Exhale" for the sixth time.   The phone rang and she yanked the 

receiver from the base. "Hello...There is no one here by that name…It’s okay...Goodbye."  She 

slowly returned the phone to the base.  It was 9:30 and the doubts of him calling suppressed her 

anxiety.  She placed the book on her nightstand, turned out the light and slid between the sheets.  

As her tears began to flow, the phone rang again. She sniffled, "Hello." 

"Hello. Cymonne?" Giordan responded. 

"Hello. Giordan?" she inquired. 

"Did I wake you?" 

"No, you didn't.  I was just reading." she said. 

Cymonne…Abeni…“We asked for her, and behold we got her.” If my memory serves me 

correctly, that is the meaning of your name.” Giordan smoothly says. 

“Your memory serves you correctly.”  Cymonne casually responds. 

 

Giordan took a deep breath.  "I apologize for not calling you sooner but I got caught up at the 

office."   

"That's okay Giordan.  I want to apologize again for lashing out at you earlier." 

Giordan interjected, "No, Cymonne, you don't have to apologize.  I understand how you may feel. 

Please understand that I did not want to hurt you."   
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"I know, but that didn't ease the pain." she sadly responded. 

"Yes, I know."  

"Well, what have you been up to over the years?" Cymonne inquires trying to move the 

conversation.  She really wanted to know more about his personal life. 

"Nothing much...just working.  How about you?" 

"Have you spoken to anyone lately from your college crew?" she jokingly asks as she remembers 

the friendship Giordan had with his friends from the Academy. 

"My old running crew?” Giordan asks as if he doesn’t know while remembering those days. 

"That's exactly who I mean!" 

"We used to speak from time to time, but it has been a few years since I've spoken to any of them." 

Giordan slowly responds. 

"Those were your closest friends.  I'm surprised that you don't speak to them regularly.  I guess 

you pulled yourself away from them as well." 

"It was rough Cymonne.  My whole life shattered in front of my eyes.  I didn't know what to do 

and they didn't know what to do for me.  It was awkward for all of us.  They went on with their 

lives and I was forced to pick up the pieces of my dignity and continue on with mine.  I am sure 

we will reconnect one day in a way unseen before." 

"What do you mean?" Cymonne asks. 

"Everyone knew that we shared a unique bond. A bond none of use experienced before. It didn't 

matter what we did together we just meshed.  We were a team, an unstoppable team.  So I know 

in my deepest core that we will come together again.  There are things I want to do and they are 

the only ones I know who can handle the challenge." 
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"Are you still planning on taking over the world?" Cymonne says while laughing. 

"Yes." Giordan responds in a serious tone. 

"Giordan, if anyone else had said that I would ignore it.  But you, I have to take that statement as 

truth." 

"There are a few things that need changing in this world…so somebody has to do it!" 

"You haven't changed that part of you at all.  I hope you never do because it is one of the things I 

love about you." Cymonne humorously responds.  She sighs and continues. "Giordan, have you 

heard anything about that officer?" 

"You mean that Devil who made those last days in the military Hell for me?" 

"Yes, that one! The one responsible for what happened to you." 

"I gave him the opportunity to do what he did.  We all play a part in our own successes and failures. 

I knew what his intentions were and I did not protect myself.  I gave him an opening, he took it 

and I paid the price.  To answer your other question…no, not yet but I haven't been seeking to find 

out anything about him." 

"What would you do if you see him again?" 

Giordan just laughs and never answers the question. They continued on for several hours 

discussing their professional careers and memorable moments.  Both of them were hesitant about 

asking personal questions, but Cymonne was no longer able to restrain herself.   

"So are you married?" 

"I wish but I haven't had the time to become involved in any long term relationships.  Women 

aren't willing to deal with my working hours." 

"Women?! I don't think it is a woman thing.  Men are not able to deal with it either." Cymonne 
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said trying to give the impression that her solitude was due to her professional career.   

Memories of Cymonne's beauty cluttered Giordan's mind, taking him back in time.  "Still got it 

goin' on?" Giordan says jokingly. 

Cymonne chuckled to herself.  She hadn't heard that phrase since their college days.  "I don't know?  

One would have to assume that I had it goin' on originally." 

"Cymonne, you need to stop.  You know you did." 

Cutting her hair and shedding several pounds since he'd last seen her, she was more enticing than 

she was in college.  The shorter hairstyle displayed her radiant face, large brown eyes and high 

cheekbones.  Her three visits a week to the gym and a conscientious diet rewarded her with a 

shapely figure and a glowing skin complexion.  She recently had the opportunity to grace the cover 

of Essence magazine as the featured woman for a series of articles “Beauty with Brains" but her 

shyness compelled her to refuse; a shyness that made her even more attractive.  Any man would 

confirm that she still had it "goin on."  Cymonne blushed from Giordan's compliments. "Well, I 

try to take care of myself, but I have to admit it is difficult being older now." 

"Oh, I know what you mean." Giordan replies while inhaling. 

"How about you?  Do you still have that Adonis body?" 

“What are you talking about? “Adonis…no…more like A-done-ass!" Giordan jokingly responds. 

"Oh, come on. You worked out every day sometimes twice! The 'cuts' in your body could slice a 

teardrop until it made rain." 

“Yeah…could cause a thunderstorm."  Giordan says reminiscing.  “Well, the chiseled look is out 

of style and my body is just following the trend." 

"I can't believe that!" 
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"Believe it because it's true. If you don't believe me why don't you come and see it for yourself." 

Giordan invitingly responds.  His statement surprised her and she wasn't too sure how to respond. 

"Maybe I'll do just that." Cymonne says with false confidence. 

"I'm serious, Cymonne. To lay my eyes upon your beauty, my love upon your heart, my hands 

upon your body and my pants in your bedroom would delight me so..." 

She starts laughing. "Giordan, you are so sick.  You haven't changed at all, you still make me 

laugh." 

"Really, Cymonne, would it be possible to see you?" 

"Do you really want to see me Giordan or do you just want to lay your pants in my bedroom?" 

For a flash, memories of their lovemaking escapades lingered in her mind engulfing her in a 

moment of sexual bliss.  She remembered how mesmerized she felt after they made love, 

sometimes forgetting her name or time of day.  She wondered if he could still make her feel that 

way.  She hadn't slept with anyone since Giordan and she knew she had no difficulty with him 

laying his pants in her bedroom once again. She just wasn't going to admit any of this to him.   

In a serious tone Giordan responds, "I really want to see you again." Though he really wanted to 

see her, the moments of their love making escapees dashed through his mind.  He wondered if it 

would still be special to both of them. 

"I would very much like to see you again Giordan." 

"When can we get together?" he asks. 

"I'm free the weekend after next." 

That's fine with me.  I'm also available that weekend." 

"Would you like to come to Atlanta or would you prefer that I come to New Jersey?" she asked. 
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She preferred to go to New Jersey. 

"Doesn't make a difference to me, whatever you prefer." Giordan says. 

Cymonne was relieved that the decision was left to her.  "I need to get away, so I'll come to New 

Jersey." 

"That's fine with me," Giordan replies. 

"You don't have to wait until I get there to speak to me again.  Feel free to call anytime." 

"I will do that with pleasure," he says happily. 

"I'll talk to you soon, Giordan." 

"Okay, I really miss you Cymonne." 

Giordan words sounded so sweet to her ears that all she could do was say goodbye. 

"Goodbye, Giordan." 

"Goodbye, Cymonne." 

After hanging up the phone they both became swallowed in the memories of their initial 

lovemaking engagement. 

They sat in her dorm room sipping wine and talking.  They were only friends, so they both tried to 

believe. After numerous conversations the room suddenly became saturated with a peaceful, yet 

dangerous silence.  They peered at one another in an intoxicating expression.  For a fleeting 

instant their eyes were incarcerated in a lifetime sentence of love and lust.  Hidden desires 

confronted them both.  Previous truths withheld were being confessed and this new freedom would 

ignite a love neither had ever experienced.  Cold and hot perspiration trickled down their bodies 

as if interrogated to submit this confession of adoration for each other. They deeply craved and 

needed more than a friendship and that need could no longer be denied.  Giordan observed the 
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moisture resting upon the curvature of her lips, passively inviting him to inebriate himself with a 

kiss from her.  She tucked her bottom lip and licked the moisture from her top lip and the curl of 

her tongue gestured his lips to meet hers.  His lips approached hers in an unobtrusive manner like 

a hunter trying to gain the trust of his prey.  The impact of their lips detonated an explosion of 

desires and the belief of just being friends was entirely blown away.  Their tongues penetrated 

deep inside the mouth of the other as if they were trying to taste each other's thoughts and they 

began to succumb to that fanatical emotion that separates Love-War, Birth-Death, Ecstasy-Pain, 

and Desire-Obsession.  A volcano of repressed passion erupted and their burning desires scorched 

their souls.  They began yanking at each other's clothing until buttons ricocheted off the walls.  

Giordan retreated and began baring himself.  She attentively watched as he meticulously removed 

each piece of his summer white naval officer-candidate uniform and gently laid each piece across 

a chair.  There he was standing at attention before her as if waiting for her instruction.  She gazed 

at his nude body, observing sweat slowly trickling down his neck then being converted to rain as 

it passed the sharp edges of his pecs and abdomen.  His bodily expression made a flood of warm 

moisture gush down between her thighs.  She gently began peeling off her clothing and he joined 

in to assist with the unveiling.  Once nude she laid back in the bed and he returned to the position 

of attention.  As he stood over her he took a deep breath inhaling all of her beauty.  She laid there 

patiently waiting his arrival and then gently invited him to come to her.  In an animalistic form, 

he crawled on his hands and knees from the foot of her bed until he reached the bottom of her feet.  

His tongue sashayed around her toes and ankles and then his mouth gently captured her toes. She 

was consumed by the sensation of his wet warm tongue on her extremities and the feeling traveled 

deep into her essence.  On all fours he returned to his prowl as he made his way up between her 
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inner thighs.  His tongue endeavored to touch every inch of her flesh and that which it missed was 

soothed by his moist lips.  His lips began flirting with her inner thighs and her body moved in a 

sinusoidal wave in anticipation of his arrival.  He immersed his lips and tongue inside of her and 

received the taste of the evening meal.  Neither was sure of how long he had engaged in this 

intimate and private conversation between her thighs.  All she knew was that her floodgate was 

eternally open.  Now drenched in her own moisture she impatiently awaited his entrance.  He was 

warmly welcomed inside where he would forever remain.  They remained as one for what seemed 

like eternity. He had taken her on multiple orgasmic peaks and valleys and she wanted nothing 

more now than to feel him climax.  And he did…she felt an explosion inside of her that sent tremors 

throughout her body and her limbs seem to become limp as if her bones had shattered.  When the 

tremors ceased, she looked into his eyes with a look of adoration and he returned the same.  

Succumbing to that fanatical emotion, which separates Love-War, Birth-Death, Ecstasy-Pain, 

Desire-Obsession, they drifted together in each other's arm into another dream world. 
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